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Coping with change

What change?

• Brexit

• Single market agreement, or not!

• Environmental Land Management System

• Universal tax credit

• Red meat eating trends (Harris interactive survey 2018)

o 12% consumers follow a meat-free diet & rising

o 31% of  consumers changing due to animal welfare concerns

o 17%  concerns around the ethics of  meat

o Plant based protein coming to market

• Pillar1 to Pillar 2 & payment for public benefits

o No area payments



Managing uncertainty

Hill farming businesses

• Living in an ambiguous business environment

• Where decisions are hard to make

• But still struggling to address the issues and 
likely changes

Solutions

• Take back as much control as possible

• Develop tactical & strategic anticipation 

• Develop financial agility

• Foster a business & personal resilience

• Explore business collaboration



Future of  hill farming 
Objectives of  studies

1. Assess current business position

2. Encourage business planning 

3. Outline implications of  losing the Basic 
Payment Scheme

4. Secure farmer assurance to undertake 
proper planning, budgeting & analysis 

5. Help move thinking from a production 
basis to a business model focused on 
margins;

6. Acquire a commitment to balance the 
imperatives of  farming, food & nature



What has been exposed

1. Preparing cash flows wasn’t enough

• Not enough appreciation of  business 
implications

• Reluctance to plan & budget

2. Need to discuss entirely new concepts

• Contributions (1st, 2nd & 3rd levels) 

• Break-even calculations

• Concepts of  leverage

• Meaning of  returns (ROTA)

• Linear and non-linear variable costs 



Return on Total Assets (ROTA)- Principles
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Linear variable costs (Industry) - Principles
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Non-linear variable costs - Principles
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Business performance
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Business performance
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Business performance
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Business Performance
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Conclusions

1. Commercial food production on NA hill 
farms: 

• Would require a price rise of  1.61 x

• This is not realistic in a market

o Driven by the least cost provider

o Where supply is greater than 
demand (domestically)

• Would require a volume rise of  3.23 x

• This is not realistic beyond the 
sustainable level of  output

• Extra costs are incurred which destroy 
ultimate profitability.



Conclusions 

2. Reducing stocking rate improves the 
business viability and by default produces 
environmental improvements

3. Fundamental changes to attitudes and 
behavioural responses will have to be 
addressed by farming leaders & advisers  

4. Rental incomes will become unsustainable 
if  there is no change in the current 
management approach



Conclusions

5. Hill farmers should not try to correct 
for the disadvantages of  weather, 
latitude or elevation by adding corrective 
variable costs 

6. Variable costs in livestock farming are 
non-linear.  Cost rates increase when 
certain limits are reached

7. This means that the economies of  scale 
that drive much of  industry are not 
available to hill farms



Reaction & 
comments 

Hill farmer quotes

• Unsurprised but really anxious

• I thought you knew what you were doing!

• I’m a farmer, I don’t want to do anything else

• I’m a farmer, I can’t do anything else

• How do I  move on?

• Will I be able to stay here?

• What will I do if  I can’t?

• If  I do what you suggest, how do I hold my 
head up at the auction mart?

• It’s not easy to get another career



Strategic 
observations

1. Farming (definition: the bending of  nature for 

commercial advantage) 
• Moving towards more involvement in land 

management and conservation issues

2. Conservationism (definition: preventing the over 

exploitation of  nature) 
• Moving into farming activities in order to sustain the 

natural balance

3. Both groups are converging on a common position
• Where maximum sustainability in farming occurs at 

the point where the best conservational practices are 

applied to the land



Next steps

1. Plan for cash flow issues in 2019

2. Address the hill farming rationale

• Is food production the correct business driver?

3. Consider ‘flower farming’ and ‘hairy’ cattle! 

• Low input, low output farming

• Low input, high output environment

• Less loss or maybe some profit

4. Change approach to managing a tough, marginal business by 
embracing analysis and budgeting

5. Move farm businesses from a production based model to one 
motivated by margin

6. Increase the effectiveness of  existing off-farm revenue



Summary

1. If  there isn’t enough natural grass, no amount 
of  corrective economic action can make the 
farming any more profitable

2. Beyond the maximum sustainable stocking rates 
on a farm, its intrinsic profitability reverses and 
so, as many farms attempt to produce additional 
revenue, so more money is lost 

3. By default there are significant environmental 
improvements 


